Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

6

QB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Cutler, Jay

4/29/83 (34)

Scout Name (Last, First)

Maccarone, Nick

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Vanderbilt (TNVN)

06-1st-DEN

Chicago Bears

Games Played

Games Started

141

141

INJURIES

KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

68

Positions Started Captain

49%

QB

Yes

2006- No Injuries 2007- Ankle (Week 10, No game missed) Knee (Week 17, no game missed) 2008Knee (Week 2, No game missed) 2009- No Injuries 2010- Concussion (Week 5, Missed Game) 2011Right Thumb (Week 12-21, Missed weeks 12-21, placed on IR week 17) 2012- Ribs (Week 8, no game
missed), Concussion (Weeks 11-12, missed Week 11), Neck/Knee (Week 15, no game missed) 2013Groin (Weeks 9-10, Missed Week 9), Ankle (Weeks 11-15, missed Weeks 11-14) 2014- No Injuries
2015- Hamstring (Weeks 2-5, missed Week 3), Illness (Week 13, No game missed) 2016- Sprained
Right Thumb (Weeks 2-7, Missed Weeks 3-7), Torn Right Labrum (Week 12-17, Missed Weeks 12-17,
Placed on IR Week 13)

Led NFL in INT in 2009 and 2014; Pro Bowl in 2008

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

6032

226

4.82

1.62

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

31 1/2 9 3/8

N/A

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.1

4.26

N/A

23

Tapes Viewed

2016- @ Hou 9/11; vs Phi 9/19; vs Min 10/31; @ TB 11/13; @ NYG 11/20

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Arm Strength, Accuracy on Short/Intermediate/Deep Levels, Ball Placement, Release

SCHEME FIT

Decision Making, Poise, Competitive/Mental Toughness, Footwork Under Pressure
Starting QB you can win despite of that shows the arm strength, aggressiveness, and
accuracy on all 3 Levels to push the ball downfield and can make all the throws. Lacks the
discipline to check down or throw ball away, leading to high numbers of interceptions. Holds
ball too long trying to make something out of nothing and shows a lack of ball security and
awareness of edge rushers to protect ball.
A System that allows him to attack on Intermediate and Deep Levels with 3 to 5 step drops
in a scheme that has multiple reads built in to help with decision making.

SUMMARY
11th year QB who has started 139 of 139 games, only starting 5 games in 2016 due to a right thumb injury as
well as a torn labrum. 1st year in Dowell Loggains Spread offense, where he primarily operates out of the Gun
with a Zone running scheme, and attacks on Intermediate to Deep levels with 3 & 5 Step drops. Right hand QB,
with good height/weight, with solid hand size and frame, where he displays solid athletic ability with good burst,
play speed & quickness on his 3/5/7 step drops with a very quick release to get rid of the ball. Displays good
control and pre-snap mental processing at the LOS to check out of plays and identify blitzes and coverages.
Shows very good accuracy on Short and Intermediate routes to both sides of the field, where he hits stationary
receivers in the chest or allows his receivers to continue to run after the catch on Slant and Crossing routes, and
displays elite arm strength along with very good ball placement on Intermediate Seam & Post routes to thread
the needle and protect his receiver from oncoming Safeties. Displays good accuracy rolling out of the pocket,
where he primarily rolls to his right and is able to put the ball in a spot to maximize YAC. Demonstrates good
overall ability on Deep Go Routes outside the numbers, with good accuracy and ball placement to throw away
from defender and give his bigger WR a chance to win 50/50 balls. Shows aggressiveness with the football
throughout the game and does not waver despite his performance in the game. Demonstrates good competitive
toughness and ability to extend play by stepping up in pocket to hit routes on Intermediate to Deep Levels.
Displays good ability to extend the play outside of the pocket, due to solid footspeed to scramble with solid play
strength to break the arm tackles of DE and LB’s, with a good ability to throw accurately off platform, back leg
throws 50 yards downfield with good accuracy. Shows marginal mental processing post-snap to throw with
anticipation on Intermediate to Deep routes, where he holds ball too long before attempting to drive ball, instead
of getting ball out early and utilizing touch and anticipation to throw receivers open. Demonstrates marginal
decision making in all game situations, where he will ignore his progressions and reads to force the ball
downfield on Intermediate and Deep routes, trusting his arm strength to beat defenders to the spot, taking
unnecessary chances that lead to interceptions and the slowing of the offense. Shows marginal poise with
pressure in his face, where he will abandon his footwork, backpedal and force ball into traffic instead of checking
down or throwing ball away, with adequate accuracy to hit his receiver. Displays adequate ability to extend plays
for positive yards within the pocket with pressure up the middle, where he drops his eyes when scrambling and
holds ball to try to make a play out of nothing instead of checking down or throwing ball away. Shows adequate
competitive and mental toughness, with poor body language that shows a lack of leadership, as well as
continuing to make bad decisions with the football in crucial 3rd and end of game situations. Overall, a starting
QB you can win despite of with that shows the arm strength, aggressiveness, and accuracy on all 3 Levels to push
the ball downfield and can make all the throws at this level. Lacks the discipline to check down or throw ball
away, leading to high numbers of interceptions. Holds ball too long trying to make something out of nothing and
shows a lack of ball security and awareness of edge rushers to protect ball.

